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Starting time 18:10
End time

21:30

Participants Annika, Carsten, Catrin, Dennis, Esther, Christian, Christopher, Daniel,
Dennis, Gonne, Justus, Kenan, Lara, Leo P., Luca, Malte, Marc, Peter, Simon,
Tom, Varun
Moderator

Carsten

Transcript

Gonne, Justus, Simon

Newsletter

Justus

Upcoming appointments
November

Dezember

12.
17.
20.
23.
24.
25.
27.–28.
9.
11.

10:00
18:00
18:00
20:00
11:00
13:00–18:00
Fr 17 Uhr – Sa
14:00–16:00
9:50

Zentrale OWO-Nachbesprechung
OWO-Feedback-Plenum
games night
Prä-Stuss
Studienausschuss
Tag der Lehre
FreWe
TUCaN-Treffen
FBR
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Post and Mails

@

Andi weist uns darauf hin, dass SHK-Tätigkeiten nur innerhalb Deutschlands
ausgeführt werden dürfen.

@

Am 9. Dezember von 14:00–16:00 findet ein Austausch über „aktuelle Themen zu
TUCaN“ statt.

@

Am 25. November findet der Tag der Lehre statt. Anmelden kann man sich unter
www.tu-darmstadt.de/tag-der/lehre → 2020.

@

Die Ergebnisse der DZHW-Befragung zum Studieren während Corona sind da.
Vielleicht gucken wir sie uns bis nächste Woche mal an.

@
@

The colloquia for the winter term were announced.
Der AStA bietet einen Online-Seminarreihe zum Thema Öffentlichkeitsarbeit und
Hochschulrecht an. Anmelden kann man sich bis zum 23. November unter https:
//forms.gle/f2C6eauzqv2mKotU9.

Arbeitsaufträge
Kleiderstange (Carl; n/∞ für ein n ∈ N hinreichend groß)
BK-Zettel (Marc und Carsten; m/∞ für ein m  n)
HowTo FS-Raum (Marc, Justus, Jonas; Nach Corona)
Öffnungszeiten (Justus; Nach Corona)
Adventskalender (Daniel, Dennis, Kate, Lara, Nika; 0/1) Es wurden Pläne gemacht.
SoFa (Marc; 10/2) Marc schreibt bald eine Mail. Ganz ganz bestimmt.
Something heroic (Marc; 0/1)

TOP 1: The heroes we need, not those we deserve.
We want to prepare this TOP for next week, this means thinking about which positions
are irrelevant right now.
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TOP 2: Mathebau-Podcast
As our OWO-Stream was incredibly successfull, we asked our professors if they would
like to participate again. As they were incredibly motivated to do so, we have to actually
plan something. Justus, Catrin and Carsten want to do that.

TOP 3: TUCan’t?
On December 9, all groups of the university want to have a talk about TUCaN’t ogether.
We collect what we don’t like about TUCaN:
• We would like to have information whether lectures will be recorded available in
the timetable.
• TUCaN does not implement the possibility of asynchronous courses. This makes
the TUCaN-timetable even more useless than before.
• This year, we had to do the exercise selection on Moodle, as TUCaN does not
allow to couple exercise classes for Linear Algebra and Analysis. Moreover, it is not
possible to forbid students to register for the exercise classes in TUCaN anyways.
• We’d like to have direct links to courses.
We would like to participate with two students. So far, only Lara volunteers.

TOP 4: Feedback on first-semester exercise classes
There have been problems with the selection of the exercise classes of the first-semester
courses, especially for the student teachers. The student teacher’s student council has
written a long letter listing all these problems.
The three most important problems were:1
• The TUCaN registration for the first-semester courses was open at the beginning of
October but was later closed because this was an error. Students that had already
registered for the courses were signed out without any notice.
• The possible exercise slots were changed after the timetable-building slot of the
student teacher’s OWO was already over.
• For some combination of subjects, there were no free exercise classes available.

1

Author’s opinion
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We do not have anything to add to their list right now, but we are happy to get feedback
after this sitting. Leo will send the letter to fs@mathebau.de. We then want to give this
letter to our department together with the student teacher’s student council.

TOP 5: Confidential B-TOP
TOP 6: FSK
Everyone was very busy with the OWOs. In the preperations of those there was a lot
of miscommunication regarding who is in charge. There will be a meeting tomorrow to
talk about what went wrong. The StuPa wasn’t able to extend the current legislatures
of the student councils. They proceeded anyway. The FSK is still searching for a
second representative for the senate. The FSK is considering to switch the Pads used for
protocolling.

TOP 7: Our FSK-heroes
Carsten, Christian and Dennis want to participate in the FSK. Max will also continue to
do so.

TOP 8: Survey on exam dates
In a meeting with the HDA we talked about possibilities how to ask students about their
opinion on dates of exams. to ask all students about their opinions regardless of their
faculty. We came to the conclusion to include such a question in a general questionaire
which will take place next summer.

TOP 9: Crisis team
We want to share an invitation link to the Mathebau Discord server with all our students
and employees of the department. The mail to all scientific employees will probably be
written by Prof. Wedhorn so that it seems more trustworthy.
Next semester, there should be an earlier notice on how exactly the digital parts of
courses will take place.
After christmas, we want to send a mail to Mr. Weisenseel to remind him of our problems
with the 48 months rule limiting the time students can be employed at the university.
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Moreover, he is responsible for documentation of their working hours on the level of the
central university.

TOP 10: Discord as an official communication channel
Dennis reminds us, that both Zoom and Discord are not privacy-friendly and comments
that the university at least has got some kind of covering contract with Zoom. We
currently don’t plan to tackle this problem.

TOP 11: Advent calendar
We need fourteen employees to participate in the Advent calender and there are thirteen
employees working on the first-semester lectures. We have asked all those and Prof. Otto
to participate and are waiting for answers. The meetings will take place in the employee’s
Zoom rooms, whose password you can get by solving the daily puzzles.

TOP 12: Confidential B-TOP
TOP 13: hobit 2021
Christopher still needs help and ideas for organising the hobit 2021. If someone is up to
volunteer for the creative process, this person can write an e-mail to Christopher using
christopher@mathebau.de.
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